The Romantic Story
of Diamonds
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Dio111011d diggers 11·ork111g 011

the bnnks of the Vool Niver in the early days

Since the dawn of time, these
glittering gemstones have been cherished by man
as a store of wealth

M

ORE THAN JOO mi ll ion years ago,
the inner earth was in turmoil. A
viscous magma spewed to the crust
through narrow vems that widened
dramat ically a t the top when gases within
the see, hing mass exploded as the pressure
was released.
Hidden within this lava were some of
nature's greatest treasures:. thousands of
delicate crystals that had been conceived
in the mantle by a remarkable combination of heat and temperature acting on
carbon . Torn out of their womb and
thrust to the surface by Lhis freak action
of nature, these sparkling diamonds were
10 lie concealed until the erosive action of

nature ground at the contents of the pipes
and carried away some of their coments.
On their long journey through the centuries these rare diamonds - some as
small as pinheads, a few as large as a
man's fist - were spilled into recesses on
river banks or tossed under the oceans.
Ot hers would remain embedded in the
magma, waiting for man to extract them.
Despite the magnitude of these miraculous events, diamonds themselves are a
comparatively rare occurrence. Of the
4 000 known Kimberlite pipes, for instance, only 13 contain exploitable diamonds. And with most known sources
being min~): is possible that the supply
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of new diamonds reaching the marke1-place
may run oul wi1hin the n_ext few d_ec_ad~s.
The attrac1ivencss of diamonds 1s md1sputable. Not only have they long been
prized by man for th~ir aesthetic value their unique crystalline structure causes
1hem to gli1ter wi1 h a radian! fire - but
1heir ex1remely limited supply has crea1ed
an unabating demand, making them a
premier invest men I.
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This graph shows how diamonds have not
only kept up with the cost of living but
e,·en exceeded the inflation rate, making
them an investment second to none. This
is based upon the period, 1970-1976,
when inflation took a particularly heavy
loll on people's savings and earnings.
I. Shows the dramalic inroads inflation
made on the cost of living. Goods costing
RI 000 in 1970, soared to a massive
RI 741 six years later.
2. Shows growth rate of bank investment
on lhis sum of money during the same
period. Rl 000 would have grown to
RI 615, six years later - inadequate to
cope wilh lhe ravages of rhe cost of living.
3. Diamonds are the investor's best
friend. In the same period , the ,1alue of
diamonds exceeded the cosr of living index. The RJ 000 grew lo massive R2 423.

For centuries,_ lhese gli11ering crystals
have been considered the rarest of the
ear!h's treasur~s . Pla10, !he philosopher,
believed tha1 diamonds were formed from
gold , being the most precious core which
had been condensed in10 a transparent
mass. One of the earliest pieces set with
uncut diamonds is the famed Holy Crown
of Hungary which is still in existence.
Glistening with dazzli ng gemstones this
priceless i1cm was a gift from Byzantine 10
the Hungarian Royal Court towards the
end of the eleventh century.
For some 2 000 years India was the
world supplier of diamonds and the majority of fine coloured stones came from
the historical Golconda region, drawn
from a ncient river beds . Apart from
Borneo where diamonds were mined in
the six1eenth century, India reigned
supreme until 1725 when diamonds were
discovered in the gold-mining a rea of
Minas Gerais in Brazi I. So sensa tional was
this find that many refused 10 believe it,
saying that these stones were waste gems
sent from India to be sold to gullible
tourists. Mining was carried out so extensively that the main areas were practically
exhausted within Lwo decades . But
gradually Brazilian diamonds won acceptance and these finds served ro popularise
the glillering stones around 1he world.
Diamond Rush
The modern boom in diamonds began a
little more than a century ago when a
transport rider, Joh n O'Reilly, was shown
a pebble of unusual appearance on Schalk
van Niekerk's farm on the Orange River
in South Africa. Sent to a Grahamstown
physician and minearologist, Dr W.G.
Atherstone, it was positively identified as
a diamond. The resulting prospecting and
dramatic new discoveries drew thousands
Lo Sou1h Africa. Soon after 1he New Rush
at Colesberg Kopje (Kimberley), the
town's population had grown to 50 000,
making it one of the la rgest communities
in the count ry.
Sou1h Africa is the world's largest supplier of diamonds, wi1h the giant De
Beer's mines producing nearly 40 per cent

Expected carats which will be made available to diamond cutters from
local connected sources.
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of the world's stones. Though exact
figures are unknown, the USSR comes second, with an estimated 25 per cent of
world resources. Angola, Namibia, Sierra
Leone, Zaire and Zimbabwe-Rhodesia
rank with other major sources while
recently significant deposits were found in
Australia. There is also a famous diamond deposit in Arkansas, USA. Annual
production is some 40 million carats nearly nine tons - but only a fraction of
this figure - I I million carats - is of
gem quality, suitable for ornamental or
investment purposes.

of dinmonds in
South Africa
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Industrial Use
. Fortunately for producers, non-gem
diamonds have a use of their own .
Because of their extreme hardness (some
90 ~im~s tougher than corundum), they
are indispensable for grinding and cutting
purposes. Diamonds themselves are sawn
and _faceted using a diamond dust
abrasive while drills used for strenuous
H1~k~ such as boring through granite in
mmmg operations have a working surface
coated with diamond grit.
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While an ice-white flawless diamond of
one carat brillia nt cut cou ld fetch a price
as high as Rl3000 plus GST, a badly
spotted stone of the same mass of yellow
hue could be worth one-tenth of that price.
This apparent illogicality is pan of the
maoic of the diamond industry which has
set up a complicated grad ing system 10
assess the quality of diamonds. The main
characteristics a re known as the Four C 's
- Colour, C larity, Cut and Caratage.
0

Colour
Diamonds arc fou nd in a lmost every colour ranging from colourless 10 black,
yellow, blue, orange and brown. But the
ocm diamond is colourless or slightly
yellow - a colourless stone being the
most valuable. Curiously while a yellowish tinge decreases the va lue of a diamond, at a certain point when a consistent, strong and pleasing hue is reached,
the stone is classified as a "fancy" and
escala tes in price again.
I I is easy to be con fused by the large
number of names given to colour as
several systems are in use. The Gemological Institute of America used letters of
the alphabet to describe colours and these
run from D to X, wi th X being a fa ncy
yellow diamond.
Colour is determined by comparing
stones with a master set of standard colour
diamonds but a certain discretionary factor
is involved and one merchant's classi fication may differ from that of another. Only
one factor is certain: colour is the major
parameter for assessing a diamond.
Clarity
The next mosi significant factor in determining the value of a diamond is the
degree of internal purity - or clarity.
No natural diamond can be considered
perfectly pure. In many cases, diamonds
were formed around foreign matter - uncrystallised carbon for instance - and
these inclusions will be evident in the diamond. At the same time, uneven heat,
pressure or cooling caused internal
fissures known as feathers or gletzes.
Major inclusions may be removed in the
cu tting process, but despite this, some 90
per cent of polished stones contain impurities of some sort.
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COLOUR GRADING SCALE
Nevertheless, a diamond may still be
described by a merchant as 'pure' - he is
entitled to say this if under favourable
lighting conditions he is unable to detect
any internal impurities with the use of a
!OX eyeglass. This is an internat ional
standard.
Cut or 'make'

The process by which a rough diamond is
transformed into a glittering gemstone is

considerably more intricate than the term
'cutting and polishing' suggests. A wellpolished stone can be wonh 50 per cent
more than a poorly cu t one because it will
reflect more light. It is this unique quality
that gives a diamond life and fire.
Though culling dates back 10 the seventeenth century, it was not until after the
Great War in 1919 that the Tolkowsky
Ideal cut was evolved - a method which
defines the ideal proportions to a llow a
brilliant cut diamond to gliuer al its maximum. A diamond cut in this way will have

beans as a measure to weigh their pearls
and this standa rd was later applied 10
gemstones. Each carat is one-fifth of a
gram (200 milligrams) or 1( 14_2~d o'. an
avoirdupois ounce. A carat 1s chv1ded_ into
JOO points so a 25-pointer diall!ond will be
one quarter of a caral in mass.
Growing In vestment
Diamonds graded highly against the f:our
C's have been in great demand, especially
in recent times when investors have turned
10 these sparkling gemstones as a hedge
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The modern brilliant-cut diamond is sawn
and fa ceted wilh great precision to allow
the gemstone to sparkle with optimum
brilliance. Each is individually cut by
hand yet angles must be within 0,5 degrees
and the proportions equally close. Otherwise the 'make' or cul is rejected. Antique
stones have often not been cut with the
sa me precisio n and much of the fire has
been lost

58 facets angled wi1hin strict parameters.
This is the most commonly used cut.
Caralage
Diamonds are weighed in units known as
carats. The word carat is derived from the
locust tree or carob, whose seeds are
remarkably consistent in weight. For centuries Indian Ocean pearl fishers used the
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against inflation. As a result, demand has
always exceeded supply and prices have
nearly quadrupled in the last 25 years.
A survey by the Transvaler (November
13, 1976) showed that diamonds surpassed silver, gold and the Dow Jones industry index over the period 1928-1973.
While silver and gold climbed to an index
of 500 and 450 respectively, diamonds
soared 10 975.
11 is estimated that as much as one-fifth
of US diamond purchases are from investors. For the last 40 years, diamonds
have been in a constant upward trend that
has kept them comfortably ahead of the
inflation rate. Since l 948, diamond prices
have appreciated more than 400 per cent
while during the same period the US dollar
depreciated more than 65 per cent. In the

to manipulate the situation but rather 10
ensure a stable and orderly market at all
times. Without these controls, diamond
prices could nuctuate wildly.
Prices of raw stones are cons1a111ly increased 10 ensure a rewarding return to the
producers. Because these increases filt er
through and increase the prices of cut
stones- including those in the hands of investors - the market as a whole benefits
from the increases. Today the CSO pricing
formula is based upon major internalional
factors such as the depreciation of the US
dollar. So powerful is the diamond cartel
that even Russian exports of rough
diamonds are sold through the CSO.
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past thirteen years alone the average annual increase in value was a staggering 22
per cent. Investment advisors today recommend diamonds for inclusion in a wellbalanced port folio. "If you' re buying for
the long term " , says Frank Jaeger, a leading New York gem dealer, "you're virtually
guaranteed that gemstones are going up"
Mono po ly

The secret of this astonishing success
story lies in the skilful control of the
market by the producers' syndicate who
supply diamonds to the cutting trade.
Roughly 85 per cent of stones pass
through the hands of the Central Selling
Organisation owned by De Beers. Not only
does the CSO tailor the release of supplies
10 avoid any surplus but it has massive
cash resources - at the end of 1978, some
RI ,29 billion - which enable it to buy excess diamonds that come on LO the market
through some factor beyond their control.
For instance, after the fall of Angola,
numerous pockets of diamonds turned up
in Portugal and these were bought by the
CSO to prevent a surplus occurring.
With such great resqurces 100, the CSO
has the power 10 stockpile mine production if necessary - even 10 create an artificial shortage. Their aim is nol so much

Diminishing Supplies
One of the most signi ficant factors affecting future prices of dia monds is the everdecreasing supply. Resources have gradually declined through the years and it is
estimated that natural supplies will be exhausted within the next 40 years. New
buyers in developing countries such as
Japan, Central Europe and the rich oilexporting countries of the Middle East are
now also competing for the limited number
of diamonds. Local supplies are also decreasing. While an estimated 711 000 carats
will be made available to South African
cullers in 1980, this figure will diminish Lo
as little as 166 000 carats in 1988. Such factors can only enhance the future investme111
potential of high quality stones.
Although diamonds have considerable
growth potential, they are regarded as a
long-term investment, to be kept for fi ve
or more years before resale. Because of
their wide popularity, they find a ready
market anywhere in the world. As a writer
in the Financial World of April 1973 said,
"A little patience and effort can turn
diamonds into the investor's best friend".
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